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Trade platform:  Ninja trader, Business Partner    
Webinar:   mIRC   
Broker:   Interactive Brokers, Education Partner 
Room hours:  9:30am to 11:15 am EDT 
Indices traded:  TF, ES, YM, NQ 
Products:  Valhalla Futures Trading Course: mentorship, unlimited room attendance, and 

proprietary method software: $2995.   
 

William Scheier; Founder, CEO and Head Trader 
valhallafutures.com     
Trade entries, exits and targets are detailed in time stamped text 
statements as he posts entries well in advance of the actual trade. Some 
of his methods and strategies can be read in his new book Pivot, Patterns 

and Intraday Swing Trades (www.wiley.com). Trades come from the confluence of three essential Trade 
Entry Model criteria. The first is a wave fractal analysis method called Serial Sequent. These wave signals 
are superimposed over the Pivot / Exhaustion Grid for target accurate turning points, and finally, both must 
concur for trend entry or breakout signals with the True Trend Momentum Indicator. He often enters trades 
like a floor trader where other traders have difficulty in entering, and is positioned for explosive surprises that 
occur nearer to true reversal levels than traditional trend confirmations. He has achieved strings of 10-20 
winning days in a row, but switches to sim should ever trading reach loss limits to set an example for his 
students.  With an emphasis on education and mentoring, his room remains free to students indefinitely with 
the goal of helping each to stand independently to act on their own trade plans using these methods.  Also 
author of an ebook on the mental game of trading, Self Recognition. 
William Scheier 
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